Nearly a **million jobs** are posted to **Craigslist** each **week** that range from landscaping to construction. Craigslist, and similar online platforms, offer **little protection** or **assurance** to both job seekers and job posters. Other services that do, such as **Labor Ready**, require **strict guidelines** and a **long hiring process**.

Scaffold is an **online communication** platform that **connects** people seeking to **work** with people looking to **hire**.

**How it works**

- **Here to work**
  - **Browse Job Posts**

- **Here to hire**
  - **Add New Job Post**
  - **Message and Hire**

**Apply**

- **Complete Job**
  - **I am available today**

**Review**

- **Scaffold users**
  - **Complete 3 easy steps**
  - **Message Scaffold users before hiring or accepting your first job.**
  - **A two-way review method minimizes abuse and unintentional use.**

**Scaffold**

---

**Nick Clawson • Alissa Martin • Thomas Phan • Jordan Smith**